Yi-Tsu Cheng, D.D.S. & Associates

Pablo Mondragon
1 review
First visit as a new patient i felt comfortable on
the phone with the receptionist when making
the appointment. My first impression upon
walking in was a good one. The staff was very
helping with a patient ahead of me. She had a
great …

Minh Nguyen
1 review

Bernardo Aguilar
1 review
My dental appointment today was wonderful. Staff, included!
The hygienist was so kind and performed a gentle, yet super
thorough cleaning of my teeth. I admit that I can be very
insecure about my smile; they are not perfect by far and to …

Eduardo Marquez
1 review

Vey accommodating and friendly staff. The
front desk is very clear on appointment needs
and the dentist provide good care. I got my
wisdom pulled today and is pain free. Love the
office and the staff. Highly recommend them!!!

Big dental office and Everyone was very polite and
knowledgeable. They put my interests first, which was very
pleasing. The suggestion made by the doctor actually saved me
money. Yes you read it right, saved me money. I would and
shall recommend my family and friends to Dr. Cheng’s dental
office GREAT JOB"!

Channelle Temp
2 reviews

Berna Ugalde
1 review

Dr. Cheng is the best Dentist EVER. I have
Most AMAZING dental office in Metro Atlanta!! They accept
been going to her for over 20 years. Her staff is almost all insurance plans. If your having a dental emergency

ALWAYS friendly and they always greet you
with a smile. BEST DENTIST EVER

eduardo ugalde
1 review
Very nice and very helpful with explaining the
dental plan that was given to us !!! Highly
recommend 5 * Dr. Cheng and dr. Beck made 5
Root canals and crowns in front and they look
perfect their work is amazing. If you were
looking for a …

hector &17
1 review
Dr. Cheng and Providers are hands down the
finest dentist I have seen in Chamblee. I was
hesitant to go to the dentist for fear of pain, but
Dr. Cheng dental office was able to go ahead
and secure the most painless process available.
Would recommend 10/10!!

Giàu Ho
1 review
Dentists In chamblee exceeded my expectations
for dental care! I have only been there a few
times, and I am already been there a few times,
and I am already familiar with the members of
their staff. They always so kind and always treat
me …

Vincent Le
1 review

they can get you in SAME DAY! The Doctor is great, he ( dr.
Beck) explains everything to you and gives you multiple …

Chuan Bai
1 review
Staff is superb and Dr. Beck is a fantastic dentist. My previous
dentist saw a small concern that they thought keeping an eye
on would suffice for, and I was all for not spending the extra
money if I didn’t need to, but Dr. Beck thought it …

Kason Carr
2 reviews
Today was my first time visiting this dental office and I have
been thoroughly impressed! The staff from the moment I
walked in made me feel warm and welcome! (Usually not the
idea you think of when you think about the dentist) But, they
…

Tam Thai
1 review
I’m returning patient. Really miss this place. Nice service and
excellent dental care. Dr. Cheng and dr. Beck are awesome
dentists. I was in town running errand and at same time to go
get my check up and cleaning. Staffs are super awesome …

Bryan Gmz
1 review

My family go to dr.cheng dental Office. My Friend go here to
It has a great environment, the dentists were all get her teeth clean, fillings, braces. So I decided to come here
to get my check up and filling. The staff and the doctor are
kind and comforting. Overall an amazing
super nice and friendly. I like environmental and atmosphere.
experience while also receiving high quality
Overall I'm really happy with my dental visit. Highly
care.
recommend this office!!

🙂🙂🙂🙂

Thai Ngan
1 review

John Niemczyk
1 review

Dr Cheng provided me with the best care and
most affordable options! It was important to me,
that she did what was best for my dental needs
with being careful with what my final costs
would be. She has proven to be more concerned
with my …

I love this dental office I travel all the way from Stockbridge
just for their services! They have excellent customer service
you don't have to sit in the waiting area for a long period of
time if you are on time ! All the staff I have …

Lau Ngo
1 review

Minh D Tran
1 review

I went for my orthodontist consult at dr. Cheng
dental office. I had a wonderful experience at
the office and the staff are sweet. The staff was
very welcoming and everyone was very helpful.
They made my journey very memorable. …

Fun environment, excited staff folk, soothing atmosphere, I
would not change a single thing. Exceptional service. The
employees all provided excellent service and were kind the
entire time I was there. I had a very pleasant experience with
…

Pam Griffin
5 reviews

Luo Yun
1 review

I went to get a second opinion on a tooth
implant. The doctor and staff were very
knowledgeable and explained in detail what the
steps were. I felt comfortable with my decision
to use Dr. Chen.

I’ve seen several dentists but this particular one is exceptional.
I had insurance that she no longer took, and I decided to pay
out of pocket to continue my service with her. I recommend
any one to see her. She’s gentle and if you’ve …
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